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Created to meet the needs faced in workshops and automotive shops, the CITOCUT 12MV HPF

is an easy to handle, easy to use power source with minimal system requirements, yet able to

ensure an excellent quality of cutting on all metals, including the new high strength steels.

Main applications

The power source is particularly suitable for cutting the overlapped sheets that are commonly

used in the car bodies.

Specification

Lightweight: 13 kg including the torch.

Recommended thickness, for the best cutting quality and productivity: 10 mm.

Maximum cutting thickness: 12 mm.

Automatic voltage change (115/230 V +15%/-20%).

Pilot arc operating mode, which gives the possibility to work on painted or coated metals.

Pilot self-restart, selectable from the panel, to interrupt and automatically reset the arc when

cutting screens and grids, increasing operator productivity.

Nozzle holder protection, as required by standards IEC 60974-7, which eliminates the risk of

direct accidental contact with the gas nozzle.

KEY BENEFITS

Substantial energy savings and wide supply voltage tolerance (+15%/-20%). The power

source can also be powered by motor-driven generators of adequate power (min. 6 KVA).

High operator safety (nozzle holder protection, explosion proof protection of the air reducer

unit).

High electromagnetic compatibility, allowing the power source to be used close to electronic

equipment (such as computers, PLC, etc...).

Technical features

CITOCUT 12 MV HPF
  Power supply 115/230 V +15%/-20% @ 50-60 Hz

  Effective primary consumption 19A / 11A

  Secondary current range 5 - 30 A

  DutyCycle 10mn 40°C at 35% 30 A @35%

  DutyCycle 10mn 40°C at 60% 25 A @60%

  Protection index IP 23S

  Protection class S

  Dimensions (LxlxH) mm 470 x 205 x 370

  Weight kg 13

  Standard EN 60974-1; EN 60974-7; EN 60974-10; EN 61000-3-12

 »  Delivery equipment

Packages including: a power source CITOCUT 12MV HPF, a torch 4 m,

a 3 m earth cable with clamp, a 3 m primary cable.

 »  Items codes

W000401630 - CITOCUT 12 MV HPF 1PH 230V

»  Associated products

W000402269 - WEAR PARTS BOX PT40 MDL12


